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REPLY ARGUMENT 

I. REVERSAL IS REQUIRED BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION IS DEFECTIVE ON 

SEVERAL GROUNDS. 

A. The Order Does Not Include Any Specific Findings of Irreparable 
Harm. 

In an effort to salvage the trial court’s defective injunction order, Florigrown 

urges this Court to recognize a new and expansive presumption that whenever a 

trial court concludes that a statute is unconstitutional, then irreparable harm may be 

presumed. And this presumption would apply in every circumstance, including 

here, where no harm—let alone harm that is irreparable—was ever articulated, 

identified, or supported by competent substantial evidence. This Court should 

reject Florigrown’s invitation to upend a foundational principle of law governing 

injunctions and reverse the trial court’s inadequate and flawed injunction order. 

Conceding that the injunction order lacks any specific findings of irreparable 

harm, Florigrown argues instead that this Court can rest easy and affirm the flawed 

order based on a “presumption of irreparable harm.” Answer Br. at 18. In 

Florigrown’s view, the trial court was free to ignore well-settled law and not make 

any specific factual findings because its determination that the challenged 

provisions likely violated the Medical Marijuana Amendment created a 

presumption that conclusively satisfied the irreparable harm prong for issuing an 

injunction.  
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But the adoption and application of such a presumption would contravene 

well-settled precedent that every injunction order must include “[c]lear, definite, 

and unequivocally sufficient factual findings” in support of each of the four prongs 

necessary for issuance of a temporary injunction. Weltman v. Riggs, 141 So. 3d 

729, 730 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014) (citing Richard v. Behavioral Healthcare Options, 

Inc., 647 So. 2d 976, 978 (Fla. 2d DCA 1994)). Indeed, Florigrown offers no 

explanation as to how such a presumption would not wreak havoc upon this 

Court’s injunction jurisprudence, which recognizes that, because an injunction is 

an extraordinary remedy, “[f]acts must be found.” City of Jacksonville v. Naegele 

Outdoor Advertising Co., 634 So. 2d 750, 753-54 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994).  

In support of their reliance on a “presumption”—as opposed to facts—

Florigrown offers up two cases. But those cases are readily distinguishable and do 

nothing here to salvage the trial court’s order. In Gainesville Woman Care, LLC v. 

State, 210 So. 3d 1243, 1263–64 (Fla. 2017), the Florida Supreme Court addressed 

a trial court order enjoining a law requiring a 24-hour waiting period before a 

woman could obtain an abortion. In its analysis, the Supreme Court noted that 

1) the State had conceded that no adequate remedy at law was available, and 2) the 

analysis of the merits of the constitutional claim turned upon the burden placed 

upon a woman’s fundamental right to privacy. Id. at 1263. In light of this, the trial 

court had concluded that a determination that the law was unconstitutional (i.e., 
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that it burdened the exercise of a fundamental right) would presume that 

irreparable harm would occur absent entry of an injunction. Id. In conjunction with 

the concession of no adequate remedy to redress the asserted burdening of a 

fundamental right, this led the trial court to presume the presence of irreparable 

harm. 

In addressing the presumption applied by the trial court, the Supreme Court 

noted that such a presumption had been applied by federal and state courts when 

certain fundamental rights had been asserted in constitutional challenges. Id. at 

1263-64. The Supreme Court reasoned that because the trial court found that the 

law was “likely unconstitutional, there [was] no adequate legal remedy at law for 

the improper enforcement” of the law, thus its “enactment would lead to 

irreparable harm.” Id. at 1264. 

The presumption at issue in Gainesville Woman was therefore tied to the 

concession of no adequate remedy at law, and the determination that the law likely 

violated an asserted fundamental right. In addition, the Supreme Court noted that 

the trial court had made specific and unrebutted findings regarding harm that 

would flow from enforcement of the challenged law: “GWC’s pleadings and the 

declaration presented make clear that the law would require women seeking to 

terminate their pregnancies to make an additional, unnecessary trip to their health 

care provider and could impose additional harms by requiring a woman to delay 
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the procedure or force her past the time limit for the procedure of her choice.” Id. 

at 1264. 

Here, there is no assertion of a fundamental right, there is no concession of 

the adequate remedy prong, and there are no factual findings of any kind in the 

trial court’s order supporting its conclusion concerning irreparable harm.  

As for Florigrown’s reliance on M & E Distributors, Inc. v. Worley, 840 So. 

2d 457, 459 (Fla. 4th DCA 2003), that too collapses upon scrutiny. In that case, the 

Fourth District explained that “[i]n cases of unfair competition and trademark 

infringement, such as this one, where the court finds there is a likelihood of 

consumer confusion, irreparable harm and an inadequate remedy at law can be 

presumed.” 840 So. 2d at 459 (citing federal cases). The court relied upon a body 

of federal case law establishing such a presumption in that specific context.1 This 

case does not involve a claim of trademark infringement or deceptive and unfair 

                                           
1 Notably, three years after M&E, the United Stated Supreme Court issued 

eBay v. MercExchange, LLC, 547 U.S. 388 (2006), which reversed the prevailing 
rule in patent cases that once a plaintiff prevails on the merits of an infringement 
claim, irreparable harm is presumed and an injunction should issue. Instead, the 
Court rejected the application of a presumption and held that in a patent case, a 
party seeking a permanent injunction must establish each prong of the traditional 
four-factor test for injunctive relief before a court may grant an injunction. Id. at 
393-04. Commentators have noted that the eBay decision “changed the legal 
landscape regarding the presumption of irreparable harm in intellectual property 
cases.” See Ronald T. Coleman Jr., Trishanda L. Treadwell, Elizabeth A. Loyd, 
Applicability of the Presumption of Irreparable Harm After eBay, 32 Franchise 
L.J. 3 (2012). 
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marketing practices, therefore the specific presumption identified by the Fourth 

District is inapplicable here.  

Because the Order here merely states that “the court now finds irreparable 

harm if this temporary injunction is not issued,” App. 499, reversal is required.2 

B. The Order Does Not Include Any Findings Supporting Lack of an 
Adequate Remedy.  

Florigrown essentially concedes that the Order fails to set forth any specific 

factual findings regarding the lack of an adequate remedy at law. Instead, they 

advance the notion that the Marijuana Amendment itself has eliminated the need 

for any detailed factual findings because it “provides a cause of action to seek to 

‘compel compliance with the Department’s constitutional duties.’” Answer Br. at 

20 (quoting Art. X, § 29(d)(3), Fla. Const.). Notably, Florigrown’s selective quote 

from the Amendment fails to include language indicating that provision operates to 

provide standing to bring suit in certain limited circumstances. The provision does 

not operate (and cannot be read) to erase the longstanding evidentiary burdens and 

requirements governing injunction orders.  

Because the Order here merely states—with no factual support—that “there 

is no adequate remedy at law for the harm Florigrown will suffer if it continues to 

                                           
2 The Court prefaced this statement with the phrase “[a]s stated in the 

hearing of October 3, 2018.” App. 499. But the transcript from that hearing, App. 
1345-75, is equally devoid of any factual findings regarding irreparable harm. 
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be denied the opportunity to obtain MMTC registration,” App. 481, reversal is 

required. 

C. The Order Does Not Require a Bond. 

Florigrown also concedes, as it must, that the Order fails to require a bond. 

See Answer Br. at 21. To overcome this deficiency, it again turns to the 

Amendment’s provision establishing standing for citizens in certain circumstances, 

see Art. X, § 29(d)(3), Fla. Const., as somehow eliminating the need for an 

injunction bond. Indeed, their primary argument is that they do not need to post a 

bond because the Amendment “includes no requirement that a bond be posted.” 

Answer Br. at 21. Florigrown essentially seeks to have this Court read the 

Amendment as completely overturning the longstanding principles governing the 

issuance of an injunction for any claims brought under the Amendment. This Court 

should reject such an expansive and unfounded reading of the Amendment. As 

noted above, supra at 5, whether there is standing to bring suit is a distinct and 

separate inquiry from whether a party has met their burden for issuance of an 

injunction.  

Because the Order fails to require a bond, it is defective and should be 

reversed. 
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II. FLORIGROWN DOES NOT HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL LIKELIHOOD OF 

SUCCESS ON THE MERITS. 

A. The Statutory Requirement for Vertical Integration of MMTCs Does 
Not Violate the Amendment. 

As detailed in the Department’s Initial Brief, because nothing in the 

Amendment prohibits the vertically-integrated system established by the 

Legislature in section 381.986(8), Florigrown does not have a substantial 

likelihood of success on this claim. See Initial Br. at 18-20.  

In setting forth their reading of the relevant constitutional and statutory 

provisions, Florigrown fails to identify any language in the Amendment 

prohibiting the Legislature from requiring vertical integration of MMTCs. 

Specifically, Florigrown argues that the requirement that an MMTC “cultivate, 

process, transport, and dispense marijuana for medical use,” § 381.986(8)(e), Fla. 

Stat., constitutes a statutory definition that “contradicts” the Amendment’s 

definition of MMTC, which includes the use of the word “or.” Answer Br. at 24. 

But the statute does not set forth a definition; instead, it sets forth a minimum of 

necessary activities in which an MMTC must engage in order to be approved to 

provide marijuana for medical use under the Amendment. By contrast, the 

Amendment’s definition lists a range of activities and conduct that an MMTC may 

potentially engage in, but it in no way restricts the Legislature’s ability to set forth 

a framework governing MMTC activities. Nor does it in any way restrict the 
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Legislature from including in that framework the requirement that an entity engage 

in specific activities in order to be a licensed MMTC. Because the statutory 

provision requiring vertical integration does not conflict with the constitution, 

Florigrown has no likelihood of success on this issue.  

Florigrown asserts that the Department somehow waived its arguments 

concerning the State’s regulatory role under the plain language of the Amendment. 

But the record reflects that the Department always maintained below, as it does 

here, that the Legislature has plenary authority to adopt laws not in conflict with 

the Amendment. See App. 722-25. And under the plain language of the 

Amendment, there is no prohibition on the Legislature’s enactment of a vertically-

integrated MMTC system. 

B. The Statutory Cap on the Amount of MMTC Licenses Does Not Violate 
the Amendment. 

In a similar vein, Florigrown fails to identify any language in the 

Amendment prohibiting the Legislature from establishing caps or limits on the 

number of MMTC licenses.  

The gist of Florigrown’s argument is that “nothing in the Amendment allows 

the Legislature to impose any arbitrary caps in the first instance.” Answer Br. at 

28. But under the plain language of the Amendment, that is the incorrect standard. 

Indeed, the Amendment expressly states that the Legislature may “enact[] laws 

consistent with this section.” Art. X, § 29(e), Fla. Const. Thus, the burden is on 
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Florigrown to identify language in the Amendment that is inconsistent with the 

Legislature’s statutory limit on the number of licenses. Because there is no such 

language, there is no inconsistency that would render the statute invalid under the 

Amendment.  

Accordingly, Florigrown has not demonstrated a substantial likelihood of 

success on the merits of their challenge to the statutory cap in 381.986, Florida 

Statues. See also Initial Br. at 20-22. 

C. The Challenged Provisions Do Not Constitute an Invalid Special Law. 

Florigrown also does not have a substantial likelihood of success on the 

merits because the challenged MMTC licensing provisions do not constitute an 

invalid special law. See Initial Br. at 22-27. Specifically, the provisions operate 

uniformly throughout the State and relate to the State’s function under the plain 

language of the Amendment to ensure not only the “availability and safe use” of 

marijuana by qualifying patients, Art. X, § 29(d), Fla. Const., but also “proper 

security, record keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety,” id. § 29(d)(1)c.3 

Additionally, to the extent the provisions can be read to establish a class, that class 

remains open.  

                                           
3 Florigrown characterizes this argument as “appearing for the first time on 

appeal,” Answer Br. at 29, but the transcript of the injunction hearing refutes 
Florigrown’s assertion. See App. 720-21 (counsel for the Department discussing 
rational relationship between statutory provisions/classifications and purpose of the 
statute). 
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First, Florigrown argues incorrectly that the challenged provisions do not 

relate to the State’s function under the Amendment because the Department is a 

part of the Executive Branch and does not constitute “the State.” Answer Br. at 30. 

It is beyond debate that “[t]he powers of the state government [are] divided into 

legislative, executive and judicial branches,” Art. II, § 3, Fla. Const., thus the 

Department (as part of the Executive branch) is a part of the government of the 

State of Florida. Under the plain language of the Amendment, the State—through 

its executive and legislative branches—has authority to regulate medical use of 

marijuana in Florida. See Art. X, § 29(d), Fla. Const. (authorizing the Department 

to “issue reasonable regulations” in order “to ensure the availability and safe use of 

medical marijuana” and with regard to MMTCs, “standards to ensure proper 

security, record keeping, testing, labeling, inspection, and safety”); § 29(e) 

(“LEGISLATION. Nothing in this section shall limit the legislature from enacting 

laws consistent with this section.”). Because the challenged provisions relate to the 

important State function of regulating medical use of marijuana under the 

Amendment, they do not constitute an invalid special law.  

Second, Florigrown contends the challenged provisions are invalid because 

they create a closed class. To the extent the provisions establish a class of MMTC 

licenses, that class remains open as more licenses are authorized to be issued as the 

number of qualified patients on the registry increases. See § 381.986(8)(a)4., Fla. 
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Stat. (requiring four new licenses be issued “[w]ithin 6 months after the 

registration of 100,000 active qualified patients in the medical marijuana use 

registry,” and four more again “within 6 months after the registration of each 

additional 100,000 active qualified patients in the medical marijuana use registry”). 

 Because the challenged provisions do not constitute an invalid special law, 

Florigrown does not have a substantial likelihood of success on this claim. 

III. FLORIGROWN CANNOT SATISFY THE REMAINING THREE CRITERIA TO 

SUPPORT THE INJUNCTION. 

In addition to the Order’s facial defects, supra at I, and Florigrown’s lack of 

a likelihood of success on the merits, supra at II, Florigrown also cannot satisfy the 

remaining three prongs to support issuance of an injunction.   

A. Florigrown Cannot Demonstrate Irreparable Harm. 

 In an apparent concession that it failed to articulate any actual or threatened 

harm, Florigrown instead asserts that “[b]y virtue of proving the constitutional 

violation, Florigrown met its burden of showing irreparable harm, as a matter of 

law.”  Answer Br. at 33. As detailed above, supra at 1-5, Florigrown cannot rely 

on a presumption of irreparable harm to satisfy its burden on this prong. Because 

Florigrown failed below to articulate or demonstrate any harm of an irreparable 

nature, the Order should be reversed. See also Initial Br. at 27-29.  
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B. Florigrown Cannot Demonstrate Lack of an Adequate Legal Remedy. 

 Florigrown also failed to demonstrate lack of an adequate remedy at law.  

Florigrown ultimately seeks a declaration that it “is entitled to immediate 

registration as an MMTC,” along with declaratory relief invalidating various 

provisions of section 381.986, Florida Statutes. App. 154. Ultimately, in the 

absence of any irreparable harm justifying injunctive relief, Florigrown’s request 

for declaratory relief constitutes an adequate remedy at law.  

Further, Florigrown takes issue with the Department’s discussion of its legal 

remedies concerning the Department’s dismissal of its January 2017 letter and 

February 2017 petition, (which both sought Florigrown’s registration as an 

MMTC). See Answer Br. at 36. But it is an unremarkable proposition that, to the 

extent Florigrown had any cognizable claims related to that dismissal, it had an 

adequate remedy to address those claims at that time via appeal to this Court. App. 

198 (advising Florigrown of its right to seek judicial review in the district court of 

appeal within 30 days of the filing date of the order dismissing petition). 

C. Florigrown Cannot Demonstrate That the Balance of the Public Interest 
Supports the Injunction. 

As detailed in the Department’s Initial Brief, contrary to the trial court’s 

conclusion, there is a strong public interest against the injunctive relief granted 

below. See Initial Br. at 31-32. Florigrown responds by saying the injunction has 

not caused any confusion, Answer Br. at 38, and it “does nothing that impairs the 
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Department’s regulatory authority as to any MMTCs,” id. at 39.  

 To be clear, the Order enjoins the Department “from registering or licensing 

any MMTCs pursuant to the unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in 

Section 381.986,” and requires the Department to register Florigrown as an MMTC 

and commence the registration of others as MMTCs. App. 501. Outside of section 

381.986, there are no standards in place governing MMTC registrations. To begin 

registrations of MMTCs without such standards or regulations in place would not 

serve the public’s interest.   

IV. THE TRIAL COURT GRANTED INJUNCTIVE RELIEF THAT CONTRADICTS THE 

AMENDMENT’S PLAIN LANGUAGE.  

The plain language of the Amendment expressly contemplates that MMTC 

registration will only occur subject to “reasonable regulations,” Art. X, § 29(d), 

Fla. Const., that “include procedures for the issuance, renewal, suspension and 

revocation of registration, and standards to ensure proper security, record keeping, 

testing, labeling, inspection, and safety,” id. § 29(d)(1)c. Because the trial court has 

ordered the Department to engage in registration of Florigrown and others as 

MMTCs without any standards or procedures in place, the injunctive relief granted 

is contrary to the Amendment. See Initial Br. at 33-34.  

Florigrown asserts that the “trial court found that there is a thorough, 

effective, and efficient framework in place,” therefore the Department can simply 

register under those standards. Answer Br. at 41. But that finding is not in the 
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injunction order; instead it comes from the earlier order denying Florigrown’s 

request for injunctive relief. App. 480. Instead, the actual injunction prohibits the 

Department “from registering or licensing any MMTCs pursuant to the 

unconstitutional legislative scheme set forth in Section 381.986.” App. 501.  

It is well-settled that all injunction orders “shall describe in reasonable detail 

the act or acts restrained without reference to a pleading or another document.” Fla. 

R. Civ. P. 1.610(c). Further, an injunction is invalid if “the acts enjoined . . . are 

not specified with such reasonable definiteness and certainty that the defendants 

bound by the decree would know what they must refrain from doing without the 

matter being left to speculation and conjecture.” F. V. Inves., N. V. v. Sicma Corp., 

415 So. 2d 755, 755 (Fla. 3d DCA 1982). On its face, the Order prohibits the 

Department from applying the statutory scheme. And even reading the two orders 

together (rendering the Order further defective under Rule 1.610), at a minimum, 

there remains a lack of clarity in the scope and effect of the injunction.  
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CONCLUSION 

Because the Order is facially and substantively deficient on multiple 

grounds, this Court should reverse it in its entirety.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Rachel Nordby  
JASON GONZALEZ (FBN 146854) 
RACHEL NORDBY (FBN 56606) 
AMBER STONER NUNNALLY (FBN 109281) 
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP 
215 S. Monroe Street, Suite 804 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
Telephone: (850) 241-1717 
jasongonzalez@shutts.com 
rnordby@shutts.com 
anunnally@shutts.com 
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